About Rust in Android apps

Android applications are mainly written in Java, but it often calls C functions through JNI in order to gain high performance.

In my research, I make an Android application which uses Rust functions from Java because Rust functions make applications safer.

Safety of Rust

Calling C programs is unsafe. This is because C compiler does not check data type. C can access incorrect memory address. These are connected to unsafe.

In order to enhance safety, I replace C functions with Rust functions.

Why is Rust safe?

The ownership model confirms safety of Rust.

Ownership: limiting access to resources

Borrowing: borrowing ownerships to data and getting temporary accessibilities to certain resources

Lifetimes: giving an expiration of borrowed ownerships
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Algorithm of the app

I make a simple calculator application which calls a Rust function from Java through C.
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This application follows 3 steps below.

1. Choose x

2. Choose y

3. Show result

C calls a Rust function in step 3. The flowchart below shows how the Rust function works.

[Rust] Calculate x+y

[C] Pass x, y to Rust function

[Rust] Return x+y to C

[C] Return x+y to Java

Android Studio

I use Android Studio to build the calculator application. Android Studio is an official IDE to build Android applications.

JNI(Java Native Interface)

JNI(Java Native Interface) is a framework to call other language (C or C++) from Java.
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Cross compile is a way to compile source codes for other devices, not for one on which the compiler is running, and programs compiled by a usual compiler cannot be used in other devices.

In this research, I have to cross compile the Rust codes because Rust functions are used in Android smartphone, not in my laptop.

Future Research

- Measuring the latency caused by calling Rust function
- Figuring out when we should use Rust instead of C
- Figuring out what kind of errors Rust can prevent
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